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Abstract
The contribution of deficits in limb position sense to the motor impairments of children with
cerebral palsy, as well as other neurodevelopmental disorders, is increasingly being recognized.
A more complete understanding of the development of multi-joint upper limb position sense is
needed and has been limited, to date, by the absence of a reliable measurement technique to
produce clinically meaningful information.

The KINARM Exoskeleton’s bilateral position matching task, which involves passive movement
of one of the subject’s arms to one of eight positions requiring different combinations of elbow
and shoulder positions and active matching by the participant’s other arm, was evaluated for
interrater and retest reliability. Intraclass correlation coefficients, absolute difference, minimum
detectable difference that would be considered a significant change in performance, standard
error of the measure, coefficient of variation, index of reliability, limit of agreement and
confidence intervals were used to determine reliability on three measures of multi-joint position
sense: (1) inter-trial variability in end-point position, (2) the ratio between actual and matched
position, or spatial contraction/expansion, which provides a measure of the absolute accuracy of
position matching, and (3) systematic errors in matching.

Interrater index of reliability was very good to excellent with values of 72% for systematic errors
in matching to 93% for contraction/expansion. Interrater intraclass correlation values were fair to
excellent at 0.46 for systematic errors in matching to 0.81 for contraction/expansion. Standard
errors in measurement were low and ranged from 0.002 to 0.06, for inter-trial variability and
contraction/expansion respectively. Similarly, minimal detectable difference values for retest
ii

reliability ranged from 0.005 for inter-trial variability to 0.161 for contraction/expansion. Retest
intraclass correlation values were fair to excellent at 0.38 for systematic errors in matching to
0.82 for contraction/expansion.

Moderate to strong interrater and retest reliability and high measurement precision support the
use of robot-based assessment of multi-joint position sense for developmental studies and
promises to be a reliable clinical and research tool in the advancement of knowledge on sensorymotor coordination difficulties in children with neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Impairment in motor control and learning is a prevalent clinical feature of neurodevelopmental
disorders, including cerebral palsy (Goble, Hurvitz, & Brown, 2009), pervasive development
disorders (Cascio, 2010) and developmental coordination disorder (Piek & Dyck, 2004). The role
of limb sensory dysfunction in these motor impairments is increasingly being considered in both
neuroscience and clinical research (May-Benson & Koomar, 2010). Cooper, Majnemer,
Rosenblatt, and Brinbaum (1995) demonstrated a positive relationship between decreased joint
position sense of the thumb and index finger and impairments in functional grasp activities in
children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy (CP). Comparable impairments in the use of hand
proprioception to guide multi-joint grasping movements were reported by Weimer, Schatz,
Lincoln, Ballantyne, & Trauner (2001) in children with Asperger’s Syndrome. Goble, Hurvitz,
and Brown (2009) extended the understanding of upper limb sensory dysfunction in children with
hemiplegic CP, demonstrating impairments in both the accuracy of joint position sense (measured
on a between-limb elbow joint position matching task requiring inter-hemispheric transfer of
information) and the availability of accurate position sense to guide subsequent limb movement.
Smyth and Mason (1998) reported similar impairments in limb proprioception in children with
developmental coordination disorder (DCD). In performing a between-limb position matching
task, children with DCD produced cumulative errors in the position of the shoulder and elbow
joints of 15 to 30 degrees greater than typically developing children, resulting in significant errors
in the position of the hand in the limb workspace, with younger children producing the largest
magnitude of errors (Smyth & Mason, 1998). The sensory dysfunction associated with
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neurodevelopmental disorders is, therefore, multifactorial in nature, impairing children’s ability
to accurately perceive limb proprioceptive information and to effectively recall and integrate this
information for motor control (Cooper, et al., 1995; Goble et al., 2009; Smyth & Mason, 1998).

Basic research on the contribution of limb proprioception to motor control has demonstrated its
importance to the coordination of inter-segmental torques (Sainburg, Ghilardi, Poizner, & Ghez,
1995), the temporal coupling of inter-limb movements (Serrien & Wiesendanger, 2000), and the
correction and updating of movement strategies based on detected errors (Bard, Fleury, Teasdale,
Paillard, & Nougier, 1995). Limb proprioception also plays a critical role in motor learning,
providing the information that is necessary for the central nervous system to build an internal
representation (or model) of a movement (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999; Scott, 2004a). The accuracy of the
internal representation is influenced by multiple factors, including the quality of the sensory
information itself (Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995), the integrity of the neural substrates to
transmit this information(Duque et al., 2003), and the appropriate cortical connections to organize
the information into coordinate frames in order to guide movements (Glencross, 1995; Haswell,
Izawa, Dowell, Mostofsky, & Shadmehr, 2009; Imamizu, Uno, & Kawato, 1998; Wise,
Boussaoud, Johnson, & Caminiti, 1997). Any, or all, of these levels of proprioceptive sensory
processing can be affected in children with neurodevelopmental disorders, from dysfunction of
the proprioceptive organs themselves (Frascarelli, Di Rosa, Bisozzi, Castelli, & Santilli, 2011;
Park, Park, Kim, & Kim, 2002) through to impairments at the level of the sensory tracts carrying
this information (Duque et al., 2003) and the integration of proprioceptive sensory information
for motor control and learning (Haswell et al., 2009; Mutsaarts, Steenbergen, & Bekkering,
2006).
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Currently, our understanding of the contribution of these different components to altered motor
control in children with neurodevelopmental disorders is limited by the available tools used for
evaluating proprioception. The ability of a patient to discriminate the upward or downward
position of a finger, toe (Bickley & Szilagyi, 2007), or more proximal single joints (Lincoln et al.,
1991), or their performance on the thumb localizing test (Hirayama, Fukutake, & Kawamura,
1999), is often how position sense is assessed by clinicians. However, these clinical tools have
poor or lack normal value criteria and are further hampered by very poor interrater reliability
and sensitivity (Carey, 1995; Garraway, Akhtar, Gore, & Prescott, 1976; Lincoln et al., 1991).
Despite the fact that more quantitative measures for position sense exist (Carey, Oke, & Matyas,
1996; Goble, Lewis, & Brown, 2006; Leibowitz et al., 2008), these tools evaluate position sense
only at a single joint (Carey et al., 1996; Goble et al., 2006) and require manual repositioning of
the limb (Carey et al., 1996; Leibowitz et al., 2008). New research by Fuentes and Bastian (2010)
demonstrated that the traditionally evaluated single-joint position sense is not representative of
multi-joint position sense, which means the findings from these clinical tools evaluating singlejoint position sense cannot be generalized to the assessment of multi-joint limb position sense.
Furthermore, the issue of measurement reliability is critical in paediatrics where the test must
differentiate between measurement error and biological error. Therefore, a clinical tool that is
designed to quantify limb position sense while minimizing measurement error and maximizing
reliability is best suited to characterizing developmental changes in limb position sense. Robotbased assessments may fill this gap because the automation and calibration procedures minimize
experimenter influences/error during both set-up and testing and the analytical tools afford
precision through objective real-time measurements.

3

Position matching tasks have been increasing in use in both the clinic and the laboratory because
these tasks provide information on proprioceptive feedback use, which has been demonstrated to
play a critical role in reorganization and recovery of neuromotor systems (Goble, 2011). As
Goble (2011) describes, reliability and validity of position matching tests are under-evaluated; yet
these two components of a position matching task have significant implications for both
clinicians and clinical researchers because performance on position matching tasks serves as an
assessment tool for disease/disability and as a critical indicator of treatment outcomes. Therefore,
determining the reliability of a position matching tasks is essential for its justified use in both
clinical and research applications.

The purpose of this thesis is to establish both the interrater and retest reliability of a robotic based
assessment of multi-joint upper limb position sense, called the KINARM Exoskeleton’s interlimb multi-joint position matching task, for a paediatric population of healthy children aged 5 to
18 years old. The rationale for pursuing reliability of this task is so that it may serve as a
justifiable foundation for further research on sensory-motor coordination difficulties and
corresponding mitigation therapies in children with neurodevelopmental disorders.

4

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Motor Impairments in Neurodevelopmental Disorders

A neurodevelopmental disorder describes poor development that appears in early life and is
attributed to impairments in the growth and development of the brain or central nervous system
(Reynolds & Goldstein, 1999). In the United States, approximately 12% of children (based on
parental surveys) between the ages of 3 and 17 years have a neurodevelopmental disorder
(Sondik, Madans, & Gentleman, 2011).

Many children with various neurodevelopmental

disorders demonstrate impairments in motor development (Piek & Dyck, 2004).

Motor impairment, more specifically motor dyspraxia or clumsiness, is often described as a
characteristic of Asperger’s Syndrome (AS) (Weimer et al., 2001) and is estimated to be
prevalent in 80% of patients with AS (Bonnet & Gao, 1996). Children with AS demonstrate
impairments particularly with coordination, manual dexterity, ball skills and balance (Green et al.,
2002). Another neurodevelopmental disorder exhibiting impairments to motor performance is
developmental coordination disorder (DCD), which is “diagnosed when a child’s motor ability is
significantly lower than would be expected given the child’s age and intellectual ability” (Piek &
Dyck, 2004). Children with DCD demonstrate delays in walking and sitting, and perform poorly
in sports and handwriting (Piek & Dyck, 2004). Lastly, cerebral palsy (CP), one of the most
investigated neurodevelopmental disorders for motor impairment as it always involves motor
impairment (Odding, Roebroeck, & Stam, 2006), “describes a group of developmental disorders
5

of movement and posture, causing activity restriction or disability, that are attributed to
disturbances occurring in the fetal or infant brain. The motor impairment may be accompanied by
a seizure disorder and by impairment of sensation, cognition, communication and/or behavior.”
(Rosenbaum, Paneth, Leviton, Goldstein, & Bax, 2007). The recent establishment of a CP
registry in the province of Quebec, Canada, places the incidence of CP at 2.09 cases per 1,000
live births, with 45% of cases being associated with premature birth (Shevell, Dagenais, Hall, &
Repacq, 2009). The clinical presentation of CP is highly variable, with the dominant presentation
of children born at term being hemiplegia (Wiklund & Uvebrant, 1991). The impairments in
motor control seen in an individual with hemiplegic CP (HCP) have been well documented and
are attributed to deficits in motor planning, movement initiation, sequencing, coordination,
anticipatory control, sensory information and sensory-motor integration (Cascio, 2010; Gordon,
Charles, & Duff, 1999; Gordon, Charles, & Steenbergen, 2006; Gordon & Duff, 1999; Mutsaarts
et al., 2006; Steenbergen, Verrel, & Gordon, 2007).

Sensory impairments are most common in individuals with HCP (Pakula, Braun, & YearginAllsopp, 2009). Significant bilateral sensory deficits are experienced by 90% of individuals with
HCP (Pakula et al., 2009). The prevalence and severity of sensory impairments in children with
CP has not been clearly established. A review of the literature by Cooper et al. (1995) indicates
that between 4 and 73% of children with HCP demonstrate impairment in sensory function with
proprioception being one of the chief sensory modalities that is affected on both the paretic and
non-paretic sides (Cooper et al., 1995; Odding et al., 2006).
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The contribution of impairments in sensory function to the observed impairments in the planning,
coordination and learning of motor actions is being increasingly considered, both in clinical
practice and research (Chrysagis, Skordilis, Koutsouki, & Evans, 2007; Cooper et al., 1995;
Goble et al., 2009; Smorenburg, Ledebt, Deconinck, & Savelsbergh, 2011; van Roon,
Steenbergen, & Meulenbroek, 2005a; Wingert, Burton, Sinclair, Brunstrom, & Damiano, 2009).
Since the development of both fine and gross motor skills is dependent upon the somatosensory
system (Cascio, 2010), any impairment to the system may impact the development of motor
control.

2.2 Theories of Motor Control and Development

Infants acquire a range of goal-directed motor behaviours in the first two years of life. These
motor milestones such as reaching, grasping, sitting, crawling and walking were outlined by the
works of Gesell (1929), Shirley (1933) and McGraw (1935); this led to a prevailing view of
motor development that reflected a gradual unfolding of pre-determined patterns in the
developing central nervous system (CNS) corresponding to increased cortical control over lower
reflexes (Hadders-Algra, 2000). It was not until the 1980’s that this view of motor development
was challenged by experiments conducted by Thelen (Thelen & Fisher, 1982; Thelen, Fisher, &
Ridleyjohnson, 1984; Thelen, Ridleyjohnson, & Fisher, 1983). Thelen and colleagues illustrated
that the course of developmental changes that an infant experienced was determined by a
complex interplay between their body, their environment and earlier experiences. Specifically,
the “disappearing and reappearing” stepping reflex in infants could not be explained by the
traditional view of cortical inhibition. Instead, Thelen offered that the disappearing stepping
7

reflex in infants held upright is due to disproportionate growth of fat tissues over muscle tissues,
such that the infant’s legs are too heavy to move against gravity; this idea was supported by the
reappearance of the stepping reflex when infants were in the supine position or when placed
upright in water. It was the interaction between the infant’s body and environment that led to this
observed behavior, which was not uniquely determined by neuro-maturationist constraints. This
concept that no single factor has governance over development set the stage for a change in the
prevailing viewpoint to a dynamic perspective of development.

A dynamical systems approach to human motor development has the underlying assumption that
humans have complex, multidimensional and cooperative systems that interact to create the
observed motor behaviour through trajectory planning and execution (Turvey, 1990). No one
subsystem has logical priority for organizing the behaviour of the system and thus the observed
motor behaviour at any given point in time is representative of the developmental status of the
underlying subsystems (Thelen, Kelso, & Fogel, 1987). Emerging from the dynamical systems
theory is the optimal feedback control (OFC) theory, which makes no distinction between
trajectory planning and execution but instead predicts motor performance based upon
optimization of the cost-benefit ratio given the task goal, current limb state and knowledge of
system dynamics (Todorov & Jordan, 2002). A third theory of motor control called the internal
model (IM), which chiefly represents knowledge of one’s limb state and dynamics in a given
environment, is designed to reduce complexity within the system (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999; Scott,
2004a).
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Two distinct mathematical transformations exist within IMs (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999; Scott, 2004a).
Forward models, with feedback mechanisms, predict the sensory consequences of efferent motor
commands and limb dynamics; conversely, inverse models, with feedforward mechanisms,
transform kinematic data of movement plan into the necessary limb dynamics (Flanagan &
Johansson, 2010; Hay, Bard, Ferrel, Olivier, & Fleury, 2005; Konczak, Jansen-Osmann, &
Kalveram, 2003; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999; Wagner & Smith, 2008). The CNS achieves adaptation by
forming a local map that associates positions/velocities during the training period, or experience
period, with corresponding forces (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999). People do not learn the full dynamics of
an object with novel loads, but instead learn a mapping between object motion and context-andaction-specific motor commands (Flanagan & Johansson, 2010). The IM and OFC theories are
inter-related; in novel environments, hence where the IMs have higher predictive uncertainty, the
CNS adjusts the cost parameters of the movement as described by the OFC theory.

In feedback control for both the IM and OFC, errors are signaled by mismatches between actual
and expected sensory events that form part of the sensory plan of the task (Flanagan & Johansson,
2010).

These mismatches give rise to intelligent, phase-dependent corrective responses

(Flanagan & Johansson, 2010). These phase-dependent corrective responses are analogous to
checkpoints. Because fast acting (FA) type II afferents quickly and reliably signal the transient
mechanical events that occur when an object is lifted or placed, this provides “built-in” flags for
these checkpoints; furthermore, slow acting type I afferents and FA type I afferents signal
making/breaking of haptic information, further adding to this “checkpoint” control of error
feedback (Flanagan & Johansson, 2010). By comparing predicted and actual tactile signals from
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mechanical events, the CNS can evaluate whether task sub-goals have been successfully
completed and can then correct if the sub-goals have not been met (Flanagan & Johansson, 2010).

Muscular proprioception appears to be involved in both forward and on-line control of
movements in development (Hay et al., 2005). Evidence consists of changes in the relative
weighting of sensory information and the increased capacity with age to move from one strategy
to another depending on the availability of sensory information (Hay et al., 2005). For example,
the addition of propriomuscular messages, caused by tendon vibration at 70 Hz, elicited an
interpretation of an error signal, by all children and adults, in controlling the trajectory of pointing
movements using a stylus (Hay & Redon, 1997). However, as the age of the participants
increased, trajectory errors, caused by the erroneous propriomuscular message from tendon
vibration, decreased; this reflects the influence that age, and correspondingly experience, has on
the delineation and relative weighting of sensory information use to guide an action (Hay &
Redon, 1997). It appears that updating IMs takes longer in children than in adults and that age, or
increasing experiences, increase one’s capacity for both speed and type of adaptation (Konczak et
al., 2003). In an individual with CP, the reduced fidelity of proprioceptive information gleaned
from experiences may further increase the time that it takes to update their IM, thereby increasing
the time required for both planning and learning of movements (Ghez & Sainburg, 1995).

Neural representations of limb dynamics in children are less precise than in adults (Konczak et
al., 2003). This is particularly evident when one considers “after effects”. “After effects”
describe an individual’s motor behaviour following adaptation to a novel force; when the force is
removed, compensatory mechanisms to the novel force are still apparent, although diminished, in
10

that the individual’s reaching trajectory is altered (Hay et al., 2005). Furthermore, after a few
trials, these “after effects” or alterations in reaching trajectories are not seen (Hay et al., 2005).
These after effects are a direct result of IMs being updated constantly to reflect the task at hand
(Hay et al., 2005). After effects are not seen at all, or to the same extent, in children less that
eight years old (Contreras-Vidal, Bo, Boudreau, & Clark, 2005). It takes longer for children with
CP to partially compensate, to a level below that of a typically developing child, for a novel force
and “after effects” are less pronounced compared to the typically developing child (Masia et al.,
2010). Taken together, this suggests that IMs in young typically developing children and children
with CP are more generalized and/or underdeveloped (Contreras-Vidal et al., 2005; Masia et al.,
2010). However, children with CP do not possess the same quality of experiential feedback
mechanisms to assist in developing the IM so that they may better plan and learn movements.

In general, IMs increase in accuracy from birth to adulthood through experiential learning
(Cesqui, Macri, Dario, & Micera, 2008; Hay & Redon, 1997). Feedforward control mechanisms
depend on accurate information about the initial and evolving state of the end-effector for
appropriate planning and execution of movement (Contreras-Vidal, 2006). Estimating effector
state involves a forward model that maps motor information that can be weighed against other
sensory information, such as proprioception (Contreras-Vidal, 2006).

It is likely that the

improved smoothness of movement coordination during sensory-motor development may reflect
an increasing ability to integrate proprioceptive information (Contreras-Vidal, 2006). Moreover,
noisy/distorted proprioceptive information and/or incomplete/poor spatial calibration of the hand
leads to the incorrect estimates of hand position seen in developing nervous systems (ContrerasVidal, 2006; Hay et al., 2005); in a child with CP the error in estimates of hand position would be
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greater. A child with CP, who regularly receives noisy/distorted proprioceptive information and
has difficulty linking this information with spatial information of the hand, will experience
greater incorrect estimates of hand position leading to compromised planning and learning of
movements.

Sensory-motor integration, the process whereby the central nervous system integrates both
internally and externally sourced sensory information to guide motor behaviour and its
development, has been studied to better understand how children adapt to their environment,
given varying availability of sensory information, in order to produce coordinated movement
(Ferrel, Bard, & Fleury, 2001; Glencross, 1995). Infants, between six and twenty-five weeks of
age who were followed longitudinally, reached for and grasped an object successfully at parallel
times during a lighted condition, in which vision of the arm and object were available, and a
darkened condition, in which vision of the arm was unavailable and infants relied on
proprioceptive sensory information (Clifton, Muir, Ashmead, & Clarkson, 1993). From these
results, Clifton et al. (1993) concluded that no single source of sensory information is privileged
in initially guiding actions.

By two years of age, a toddler has fully developed visual acuity (Nelson, Rubin, Wagner, &
Breton, 1984); combined with a diurnal lifestyle and a musculoskeletal system that is still
developing, the relative influence of visual information on guiding motor behaviour becomes
increasingly greater than that of proprioceptive information for children between the ages of 4
and 11 years old (Chicoine, Lassonde, & Proteau, 1992; Ferrel et al., 2001; Hay, 1979; King,
Pangelinan, Kagerer, & Clark, 2010). As a child ages there is exposure to more experiences,
12

which leads to optimization of use of visual information in sensory-motor integration such that
withdrawal of visual feedback causes the greatest deterioration in performance of reaching
movements for children aged 8-11 years old compared to children aged 4-7 years. Improvements
in proprioceptive functioning seen in 7-13-year-olds enables identification of incongruent sensory
inputs such that proprioceptive information is “up-weigh[ted]” over the incongruent visual
information in guidance of reaching movements (King et al., 2010). It is these changes in
sensory-motor acuity that impact the child’s motor behaviour in daily activities which most often
involve multi-sensory inputs to guide their actions (Contreras-Vidal, 2006; King et al., 2010). By
investigating the status of subsystems that contribute to motor control, such as proprioception,
one can further the understanding of the origins of the emergent behaviour (Thelen et al., 1987).

2.3 Sensory Contributions to Motor Impairments in Neurodevelopmental Disorders

Individuals with CP demonstrate impairments in use/handling of proprioceptive sensory
information for both feedforward and feedback processes (Goble et al., 2009; Gordon et al., 1999;
Mutsaarts et al., 2006; Steenbergen, Hulstijn, & Dortmans, 2000).

Impairments in the

use/handling of the initial proprioceptive signal is likely due to the neural insult promoting a
variety of neurophysiological changes, such as reduction in glial cells, damage to sprouting
axons, excessive apoptosis and a reduction in grey matter volume, within the individual (Inder et
al., 1999; Robinson, Li, DeChant, & Cohen, 2006). Taken together, these changes affect the
accuracy and reliability of the information transmitted along the thalamocortical tracts that
enables optimal communication of sensory information to the cortices (Hoon et al., 2009; Vry et
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al., 2008). Indeed, many individuals with CP receive and interpret sensory information that is of
lower quality than a healthy individual (Steenbergen & Gordon, 2006; Steenbergen et al., 2007).

Integration of sensory information into motor execution, which relies on adequate perception of
sensory information and appropriate planning, is key to efficient motor performance. Children
with CP frequently demonstrate abnormal somatosensory-evoked potentials, which indicate an
impairment of the central perception of sensory information (Teflioudi, Zafeiriou, Vargiami,
Kontopoulos, & Tsikoulas, 2011). This impairment in central perception and subsequent use of
sensory information was evident during a lifting task wherein children with HCP did not use
sensory information feedback from unsuccessful completion of the lifting task to make
subsequent attempts successful, as did age-matched controls (Mutsaarts et al., 2006).

Performance of skilled movements requires a precise synergy between feedforward and feedback
sensory information. As Duque et al. (2003) demonstrated, the impairments seen in this synergy
are correlated to the degree of corticospinal tract dysgenesis in HCP. In order to compensate for
the impairments in sensory information feedback, individuals with tetraplegic CP, will employ a
strategy, not seen in healthy controls, during a line drawing task whereby they decrease speed and
increase pen pressure, which increases proprioceptive feedback and noise reduction within the
sensory-motor system; this strategy allows these individuals to perform similarly to controls when
vision is removed during a line drawing task (van Roon et al., 2005a).
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2.3.1 Pathophysiology of Movement Errors in Neurodevelopmental Disorders

Since the ratio of sensory signals and neuromotor noise contributes to successful movements and
movement errors, van Galen and van Huygevoort (2000) have offered four general propositions
to explain the origins of movement errors; namely,
(1) “motor behaviour is inherently stochastic and therefore a noisy process,
(2) biophysical, biomechanical and psychological factors all contribute to the level of
neuromotor noise in a movement signal,
(3) endpoint variability of movement is related to the signal-to-noise ratio of the forces
which drive the moving limb to the target, and
(4) optimal signal-to-noise ratios in motor output can be arrived at by adjusting limb
stiffness” .

Hence, any factor that affects one of these propositions will contribute to movement errors. More
specifically, CP impacts propositions 2-3.

Biomechanical factors are altered in CP due to

spasticity, which is defined as a velocity dependent increased resistance to tonic stretch.
Normally, any resistance to a passive stretch of a limb arises from biomechanical factors, but with
spasticity, muscle contractions become part of the resistance (Ivanhoe & Reistetter, 2004). The
higher levels of neuromotor noise and thus corresponding lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are
behaviourally compensated for in individuals with CP (van Roon et al., 2005a). The noise
generated in the neuromotor system is signal dependent (Harris & Wolpert, 1998); therefore,
movements will generate more noise the greater the speed, distance, force and complexity (or the
more muscles involved) in the action creating the signal (Harris & Wolpert, 1998; van Galen &
van Huygevoort, 2000). In order to control end-point variability through SNRs, individuals with
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CP increase their movement times according to task difficulty, to reduce the level of noise
(Chang, Wu, Wu, & Su, 2005). Lastly, optimal SNRs can be achieved through controlling limb
stiffness in both typically developing children and children with CP. However, children with CP
use greater limb stiffness and incorporate stiffness in the trunk, not seen in a typically developing
child, to create greater SNRs in order to generate accurate upper limb movements (van Roon,
Steenbergen, & Meulenbroek, 2005b).

SNRs, which play an integral role in successful movement and movement errors, are decreased in
children with CP compared to a typically developing child (Sanger, 2006). Three main areas
responsible for the decrease are sensory receptors, sensory information carrying tracts and neural
areas. Firstly, proprioceptive signals are of lower fidelity in the individual with CP because of
spasticity affecting the proprioceptive sensory receptors, which also causes latency in
somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEPs) (Frascarelli et al., 2011; Park et al., 2002). Signals from
primary spindle receptors are highly nonlinear and their discharge rates depend on several factors
including the recent contractile history of the muscle (which would be altered in spastic muscle),
the length of the muscle, the actual velocity with which the muscle changes length, and the
activity of the fusimotor system (Cohen, 1998).

Hyperactivity of the spindle receptors is

proposed as one of the potential causes of spasticity (Sehgal & McGuire, 1998). However, the
discharge rates of muscle spindle receptors are not simply a function of changes in muscle length,
but also reflect the activity of the fusimotor system (Cohen, 1998). To decode these afferent
signals, the CNS must have access to the level of fusimotor activity so that it can distinguish
changes in discharge rates that are proprioceptively significant from those that are a consequence
of fusimotor activity (Cohen, 1998).

If the neural insult interferes with any aspect of the
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fusimotor activity information then this would be where a large part of the challenge is in
distinguishing signals from noise in the individual with CP. The second proprioceptive sensory
receptor affected by CP is the Golgi tendon organ (GTO), which is responsible for the prevention
of excessive tension and serves to balance the tensions between agonist and antagonist muscles
(Ivanhoe & Reistetter, 2004). Although it was once thought that GTOs were responsible for the
development of spasticity (Ivanhoe & Reistetter, 2004), their malfunctioning is instead resultant
to the spasticity (Meythaler, 2001). Since GTOs are one of the main sensory receptors for
proprioception, the individual with spasticity receives a low fidelity signal from the GTOs that
would be noisier than a healthy individual.

The sensory information carrying tracts are altered in CP such that an individual often
experiences problems with timely reception of appropriate levels of sensory information.
Corticospinal tract dysgenesis in CP causes impairments in one’s temporal coordination of
muscle contractions that enable dexterous movements (Duque et al., 2003). This is reflected in
the usually latent SEPs (Ragazzoni, Cincotta, Borgheresi, Zaccara, & Ziemann, 2002; Teflioudi et
al., 2011). However, some SEPs in individuals with CP have normal latency, but sensory
impairments to motor function are still seen in the individual. Other “intact tracts” and/or neural
areas are used as surrogates which enable normal SEPs, but are no substitute for the originally
intended structures, as indicated by the still-apparent sensory deficits (Ragazzoni et al., 2002).
Spasticity often causes signal “mishandling” at the level of the spinal cord (Delwaide, 1993). In a
typical individual, muscle spindle Ia afferent activity is adjusted at the pre-motorneuron level by
supraspinal influences. In an individual with spasticity the supraspinal influences are reduced,
which causes all proprioceptive afferent impulses to gain access to alpha motor neurons
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(Frascarelli et al., 2011). Group II afferent activity from muscle spindles has also been shown to
be “mishandled” by the interneuronal system in the spinal cord (Jankowska, Lackberg, &
Dyrehag, 1994). This inability in a person with spasticity to control the sensitivity/selectivity of
their interneuron pool contributes to the SNR.

The physical damage to neural tissues from the initial insult in CP alters the individual’s
reception/perception and use of sensory information at the neural level. The severity of posterior
thalamic radiation abnormalities on diffusion tensor imaging corresponds with deficits in
proprioception and is consistent with the role that the thalamocortical pathways play in sensory
perception (Hoon et al., 2009). Children with CP demonstrate increased errors when asked to
perform a cross-modal task using visual and proprioceptive information compared to a uni-modal
task (Wann, 1991). This indicates that they have difficulty in creating coordinate frames of
reference for comparison and interpretation of differing modes of sensory information (Wann,
1991).

Coordinate frames are essential for efficient interpretation and use of sensory information to
guide actions (Glencross, 1995).

Through a visually guided reaching task that provided

participants with incongruent visual feedback of their shoulder and elbow positions, Imamizu,
Uno and Kawato (1998) demonstrated that the central nervous system adaptively represents
intrinsic kinematics in relation to the extrinsic requirements of the task. During reach adaptation,
a typically developing child’s brain demonstrates engagement of the connections in the short
range primary motor/somatosensory regions and in the long range connections of the
premotor/posterior parietal regions, which are responsible for generalization of both the
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coordinate systems (Haswell et al., 2009). However, when there is an overgrowth of localized
cortical connections, as in the brain of a child with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), (Herbert
et al., 2004) with increased white matter volume in M1, this leads to motor impairment
(Mostofsky, Burgess, & Larson, 2007) through an over reliance on proprioception causing a
stronger than normal association between the intrinsic coordinate system and the internal model
(Haswell et al., 2009). Normally, activity in the dorsal premotor cortex reflects the coordinate
systems appropriately so that the output reflects proprioceptively provided intrinsic information
on body position and its relation to other extrinsic factors such as the target location (Wise et al.,
1997).

The observed problem with scaling/translation of sensory information into one coordinate frame
makes accurate action planning difficult for children with neurodevelopmental disorders.
Decreased activity in P2 in HCP indicates impairment in the process of action selection (van Elk
et al., 2010). Action planning is further impaired by damage to the basal ganglia as they function
in selection of desired movements and inhibition of unwanted movements (Mink, 1996). The
corticospinal system (CS) plays a key role in suppression during motor preparation. Specifically,
CS suppression arises from “impulse control” mechanisms in order to prevent premature
initiation of potential motor responses given an action (Duque & Ivry, 2009). Therefore, the
reported dysgenesis of the corticospinal tract in CP would impair appropriate action planning
from this level (Duque et al., 2003).
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2.3.2 Known Role for Sensory Information in Motor Control and Learning

Anticipatory control requires one to employ remembered sensory information about experiences
with an object/situation to guide subsequent motor actions with that object/situation (Gordon et
al., 1999; Gordon, Westling, Cole, & Johansson, 1993; Salimi, Hollender, Frazier, & Gordon,
2000). It is both the quantity and quality of that sensory information gleaned from experiences
with the object/situation that dictate one’s accuracy of anticipatory control (Gordon et al., 2006;
Gordon & Duff, 1999). A typically developing child will learn to anticipate and scale fingertip
and load forces accordingly after three previous lifts of a given novel object; conversely, a child
with CP requires five lifts before scaling of fingertip and load forces even begins to approach
optimal efficiency (Gordon & Duff, 1999). This requirement of increased quantity of sensory
input to achieve anticipatory control in children with CP is attributed to the impairments in
sensory input, which create sensory information of reduced quality compared to a typically
developing child (Gordon et al., 2006; Gordon & Duff, 1999).

Multi-joint coordination, used in everyday actions, requires efficient control of one’s intersegmental dynamics which, in turn, relies on adequate anticipatory control and error-correction
mechanisms (Sainburg, Ghez, & Kalakanis, 1999). Efficient control of inter-segmental dynamics
requires one to anticipate and correct for both external forces arising from the environment and
“internal forces arising from stretch/compression of noncontractile tissues and from interaction
forces imposed on each limb segment” by adjacent segments (Sainburg et al., 1999). Knowledge
of one’s internal forces and the bearing that external forces have on them arises from sensory
information acquired through experience (Ghez & Sainburg, 1995; Mackrous & Proteau, 2010;
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Sainburg et al., 1995; Sainburg, Poizner, & Ghez, 1993).

Sensory information from both

proprioception and vision can contribute to improving multi-joint coordination (Ghez &
Sainburg, 1995; Mackrous & Proteau, 2010; Sainburg et al., 1995; Sainburg et al., 1993);
however, proprioception is regarded as the chief sensory modality that is responsible for
indicating the position of one’s joints/limbs, which is essential information for optimal control of
multi-joint movements (Contreras-Vidal, 2006; Ghez & Sainburg, 1995; Hay et al., 2005;
Mackrous & Proteau, 2010; Sainburg et al., 1995; Sainburg et al., 1993). Visual feedback of the
limb during out-and-back reaching movements does not enhance performance in children with
intact proprioception (Mackrous & Proteau, 2010).

In deafferented patients, where

proprioceptive information is lost, multi-joint coordination is less efficient than in a healthy
individual due to an inability to synchronize both the degree and timing of muscle activation; this
ultimately results in poor control of inter-segmental interaction torques (Sainburg et al., 1995;
Sainburg et al., 1993). In this patient population, as well as in the CP population, vision of the
limb during a task enables use of visual information about the position of the limb, which
improves position sense and correspondingly multi-joint coordination.

However, the

improvement from visual feedback during the task does not facilitate position sense or multi-joint
coordination to the same efficiency as a healthy individual (Sainburg et al., 1995; Sainburg et al.,
1993; Smorenburg et al., 2011).

Efficient multi-joint coordination also relies on selection of the most proficient motor program
and suppression of suboptimal ones for the completion of the task (Andersen & Cui, 2009;
Sanger, 2006).

With many degrees of freedom in the upper limb the number of possible

configurations of muscle lengths and joint angles to achieve the task at hand is immense
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(Atkeson, 1989). However, many of the possible configurations are kinematically inefficient
(Atkeson, 1989) or are uncomfortable for the system to perform (Rosenbaum & Jorgensen, 1992).
Infants demonstrate jerky and tortuous hand paths that become smoother and straighter as they
begin learning which motor programs to select to optimize muscle lengths and joint angles from
sensory feedback (Thelen, Corbetta, & Spencer, 1996). When the quality of sensory feedback,
particularly proprioceptive feedback, is reduced, as it is for many individuals with CP, it becomes
more difficult to select the most efficient motor program to complete the task (Mutsaarts et al.,
2006; Steenbergen et al., 2000; Steenbergen et al., 2007; van Elk et al., 2010). This inability to
efficiently link a motor program with a given action is demonstrated in the high variability of
movement trajectories for a given task in children with CP (Sanger, 2006).

Positional information, whether in visual, auditory, tactile, or other sensory forms of objects, is
key to our survival. However, this information must be translated into parameters that the body’s
motor apparatus can interpret and implement. In order to efficiently negotiate one’s peripersonal
and extrapersonal space, the CNS must first translate this extrinsic space information into the
body’s intrinsic space through coordinate transformation (Glencross, 1995; Imamizu et al., 1998).
If one wanted to interact with an object in one’s peripersonal space, the CNS would use the
information from the coordinate transformation to determine how the body’s right arm, for
example, can be relocated from its current location to the desired object in a process termed
“trajectory planning” (Imamizu et al., 1998; Krakauer, Ghilardi, & Ghez, 1999). Then, the CNS
must translate the planned trajectory into dynamic properties of the arm in this case, accounting
for the forces necessary to reach the object without damaging the system (Imamizu et al., 1998;
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Krakauer et al., 1999). The CNS relies heavily on the intrinsic coordinate system (ICS) to
facilitate these processes (Imamizu et al., 1998; Krakauer et al., 1999).

What the ICS is, and its relationship to the extrinsic coordinate system, have been intensely
investigated (Bennett & Loeb, 1992; Caminiti, Johnson, Galli, Ferraina, & Burnod, 1991;
Glencross, 1995; Imamizu et al., 1998; Isableu et al., 2010; Krakauer et al., 1999; McGuire &
Sabes, 2009; Soechting & Flanders, 1989). Cartesian and polar coordinate systems and variants
thereof were initially proposed to explain the translation of the intrinsic and extrinsic systems
(Caminiti et al., 1991; Glencross, 1995; Imamizu et al., 1998; Krakauer et al., 1999). However,
recent research has demonstrated that the ICS cannot be simply described as Cartesian, or
otherwise. The classification of the coordinate system being used depends on the frame of
reference with which he ICS is presented (Isableu et al., 2010; McGuire & Sabes, 2009). This
apparent adaptability of the ICS to the external sensory information that is available is facilitated
centrally as the information that creates the baseline ICS is derived from our internal multi-joint
sensory information (Krakauer et al., 1999; Monaco et al., 2010; Schenau, Vansoest, Gabreels, &
Horstink, 1995).

Our understanding of the development of multi-joint sensory information stems largely from
studies addressing kinesthesia and/or proprioception throughout development and in deafferented
patients. Individuals who have total or near-total loss of joint position and vibration sense
demonstrate decoupling of the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, such that if one joint changes
position, the other joints do not synchronously adjust to produce spatially precise movement
paths. Therefore loss or impairment of one sensory modality, for example proprioception, leads
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to disrupted motor execution of efficient inter-joint coordination normally afforded by an accurate
ICS (Sainburg et al., 1993). However, if the deafferented individual is allowed to see their actions
being performed, they can perform similarly to controls, but never to the same efficiency as
kinesthesia and proprioception are required to generate accurate ICS necessary for precise
movements (Monaco et al., 2010; Sainburg et al., 1993; Schenau et al., 1995). From infancy
onwards, the literature concerning the development of multi-joint sensory information is widely
debated. Konczak and Dichgans (1997) report that by the age of three, a child produces adultlevel stereotypic kinematics in reaching, yet others have reported that this level of efficiency is
not reached until eight years of age and others further demonstrate improvements into
adolescence that correspond to improvements in kinesthesia and proprioception (Adamo, Martin,
& Brown, 2007; Choe, 2009; Goble, Lewis, Hurvitz, & Brown, 2005; Visser & Geuze, 2000).

Multi-joint position sense is a key component in anticipatory control, multi-joint coordination,
creation of the ICS and continuous development of the IM. Collectively, these aspects of motor
control enable movements in all aspects of one’s life. It is imperative that typical development of
multi-joint position sense is understood, as the contribution of impairments in multi-joint position
sense is increasingly being recognized in the motor syndrome of a variety of neurodevelopmental
disorders such as cerebral palsy, fetal alcohol syndrome and Asperger’s Syndrome (Cooper et al.,
1995; Goble et al., 2009; Smyth & Mason, 1998; Weimer et al., 2001). Since therapies need to be
based on an accurate appraisal of abilities and disabilities, effective management of sensory
impairments rests on our ability to measure sensory function in a sensitive and reliable manner
(Cooper et al., 1995).
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2.4 Measuring Sensory Function

Currently, sensory function is measured by the kinesthetic sensitivity test (KST), kinesthetic
acuity test (KAT), finger/thumb discrimination task and non-commercialized apparatuses/tasks.
The KST requires the participant to determine which hand is passively moved higher than the
other through a 0-22° range; it has poor intra-rater reliability for multiple age groups: rsb= 0.29 for
adolescent males (Visser & Geuze, 2000), r = 0.69 for 6-year-olds and r = 0.52 for 7-year-olds
(Sudsawad, Trombly, Henderson, & Tickle-Degnen, 2002).

Furthermore, the KST requires

manual positioning of the limb and is unable to distinguish clumsy children from age-matched
controls (Lord & Hulme, 1987).

Conversely, the KAT, which requires the participant to

discriminate 16 directions from a central point (each direction separated by 22.5°) through
passive movement of the elbow and shoulder, is very reliable (r = 0.896) but this increase
imposes a restriction on participant eligibility such that the test is only applicable to pre-schoolaged children and manual positioning is still required (Coleman, Piek, & Livesey, 2001; Livesey
& Parkes, 1995). The finger/thumb discrimination task, which is often used in clinical evaluation
of sensory function, requires participants to determine if the finger/thumb has been moved, the
direction of movement, and position (Carey, 1995; Lincoln et al., 1991). The intra- and interrater
reliability respectively for each component of the finger/thumb discrimination task was k = 0.61,
0.39 (movement occurrence), k = 0.63, 0.26 (movement direction) and k = 0.58, 0.30 (position),
respectively (Lincoln et al., 1991). In addition to the low level of reliability of the finger/thumb
discrimination task, it uses manual positioning to measure single-joint position sense at a level
that is not sensitive enough to detect minor changes in sensory-motor function (Carey, 1995;
Lincoln et al., 1991). A variety of non-commercialized apparatuses/tasks have been employed for
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quantification of sensory function; however, their reliability is undetermined and these
apparatuses/tasks either require manual positioning of the limbs or are automated but limited to
evaluation of sensory functioning at a single joint (Carey et al., 1996; Goble et al., 2006;
Leibowitz et al., 2008). Since quantification of single-joint sensory functioning does not relate
well to multi-joint sensory functioning, which is used in daily activities, it is imperative that
sensory functioning is quantified at the multi-joint level in order to allow for effective
management of sensory impairments (Fuentes & Bastian, 2010). Furthermore, since relative
positioning of joints in the upper limb influences position matching ability of joints in the upper
limb, it is important that automated positioning is used to ensure that all participants are being
asked to perform the same task (Fuentes & Bastian, 2010).
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Chapter 3
Description of the Manuscript

The manuscript, located in Chapter 4, was prepared for submission to the journal of
NeuroRehabilitation. The author would like to acknowledge the following contributions to this
manuscript. Carla Henderson was responsible for all data collection (with the assistance of two
other assessors, Loriann Williams and Alex Flood), completion of preliminary analysis of the
data, participation in the final data analysis and preparation of all components of the manuscript.
Lucie Pelland, as thesis supervisor, was responsible for design of the study protocol and data
analysis, oversaw the preparation of the manuscript, and supervised the candidate in all aspects of
her work related to this study. Troy Herter was responsible for computation of the outcomes
variables from the raw data streams provided by the robot, and was responsible for generating
Figure 5 of the manuscript. Stephen Scott is the cofounder and scientific officer of BKIN
Technologies, and manufactures the KINARM Exoskeleton robot and directs the development of
the behavioural tasks.

Due to journal space restrictions, the content of this chapter provides an expanded description of
certain methodological components for the purpose of this thesis.

2. i) Subject recruitment and characteristics
The modified Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), in which participants report
their hand preference (ie. right, left or ambidextrous) in completing nine upper extremity tasks
and one lower extremity task, was used to determine handedness via a laterality quotient (LQ).
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Participant responses to these questions were converted to the LQ by using the formula (# of right
hand preferences - # of left hand preferences) / (# of right hand preferences + # of left hand
preferences) * 100. The value of the LQ can then be classified into five categories of handedness:
strong left (LQ = -100), moderate left (-100 < LQ ≤ -60), ambidextrous (-60 < LQ ≤ +60),
moderate right (+60 < LQ < +100) and strong right (LQ = +100).

2. ii) Robotic assessment of multi-joint position sense
All participants were positioned within the wheelchair base of the KINARM and the mechanical
linkages of the KINARM adjusted to participants’ body dimensions, ensuring that hinges were
aligned with the centers of rotation of the shoulder and elbow joints. The position of the trunk
was standardized using a halter restraint secured to the KINARM chair. The participants were
then rolled into the KINARM workstation and an opaque apron was positioned to occlude direct
vision of the arms and hands.

2. iii) Measured outcomes
Multi-joint limb position sense was quantified by three outcome measures: (1) trial-to-trial
variability in the position of the active hand, (2) spatial contraction/expansion of the area spanned
by the active hand relative to the passive hand, and (3) systematic shifts, or constant errors in
position between the active and passive hands (see Figure 1 for a diagrammatic representation of
these outcome measures). All three outcome measures are based on the absolute difference in the
Cartesian positions of the tip of the index finger between the passive and active hands at the end
of each trial, calculated as per the following (originally described by Dukelow et al. (2010)):
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Trial-to-trial variability (Var) describes consistency of the active hand. This was calculated for
each spatial target position by finding the standard deviation of all trials for each target and then
calculating the mean standard deviation for all target locations for both the x and y coordinates
(Varx and Vary respectively). The linear variability for both coordinates combined (Varxy) was
calculated by the following formula: Varxy = √Varx2 + Vary2

Spatial contraction/expansion (C/E), along with systematic bias, describes deficits in spatial
awareness in specific spatial regions since it describes the area of the workspace matched by the
active hand compared to that of the passive hand. This was calculated along both the x and y
coordinates by finding the area spanned by the active hand for the eight peripheral targets then
normalizing it by the area spanned by the passive reference hand; this procedure is represented in
the following formula. C/Exy = rangexy active / rangexy passive. This calculation generates a ratio
value in which a value less than one indicates a spatial contraction, with the active hand spanning
a smaller spatial area than the passive hand and accordingly, a ratio greater than one is indicative
of a spatial expansion, with the active hand spanning a greater spatial area than the passive hand.

Systematic shifts or bias (Shift) describes constant errors between the spatial location of the active
hand relative to that of the passive hand. Position errors were calculated as the mean error
between the active and passive hands for each target location. As with spatial C/E, systematic
bias was calculated along the x and y coordinates and both coordinates combined using the
formula Shiftxy = √Shiftx2 + Shifty2
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Figure 1. Shapes represent the nine spatial locations with black filled in shapes indicating the
reference position provided by the robot and unfilled shapes the actual position of the participant
controlled arm. The circles/ellipses around the shapes represent the trial-to-trial variability
around a given position. The solid versus dashed lines represent spatial contraction/expansion
which reflects the discrepancy in area between the passive robot controlled arm and active
participant controlled arm. Systematic shifts are represented by the difference between the
unfilled and filled in shapes

2. iv) Reliability protocol
For interrater reliability, the index of reliability in measurement (Ir) was calculated using the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the number of assessors (j) by the following formula:
Ir = (j * ICC) / (1 + ( j – 1 ) * ICC). Limits of agreement (LOA) were calculated using the Ir and
the number of assessments (n++) through the following formula:
LOA = Ir ± 1.96 * √ (Ir (1 – Ir)) / n++

For retest reliability the standard error in measurement (SEM) was calculated using the standard
deviation of the difference in scores between the two sessions (SDDiff) and the ICC, using the
following formula: SEM = SDDiff √ (ICC * (1 – ICC)). The SEM was then used to calculate the
minimum detectable difference (MDD) by the formula: MDD = SEM * 1.96 * √2.
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Chapter 4
Manuscript: Description and Evaluation of Reliability of a Novel RobotBased Position Matching Task to Quantify Upper Limb Multi-Joint
Position Sense in Children
Abstract

Aim: To describe and evaluate the reliability of a novel robot-based position matching task to
quantify upper limb multi-joint position sense (MJPS) in children 5 to 18 years old. Methods:
Interrater (n=60) and retest (n=40) reliability were evaluated. The robot passively moved one
hand to one of eight spatial locations spanning the upper limb’s workspace, and subjects actively
mirrored the position with the other arm. Thirty-six trials were recorded for each location in
pseudo-random order. Variability in end-point positioning (Varxy), relative error in spatial
awareness (C/Exy), and constant errors in limb perception (Shiftxy) were measured. Results:
Interrater index of reliability was very good to excellent with values of 72% (Shiftxy) to 93%
(C/Exy). Interrater intraclass correlation (ICC3,k) values were fair to excellent at 0.46 (Shiftxy) to
0.81 (C/Exy). Standard errors in measurement and minimal detectable difference values for retest
reliability were low at 0.002 (Varxy) to 0.058 (C/Exy) and 0.005 (Varxy) to 0.161 (C/Exy)
respectively. Retest ICC3,1 values were fair to excellent at 0.38 (Shiftxy) to 0.82 (C/Exy).
Conclusion: MJPS can be quantified across the limb’s workspace with a high degree of precision
in measurement. Interpretation of ICCs in developmental studies is discussed. Applications to
research and clinical practice are considered.
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Main Body of Text

1. Introduction

Neurodevelopmental disorders (NDs) describe a group of heterogeneous, and often overlapping,
conditions that disrupt the development of various brain systems, including cortical and
subcortical neural systems involved in movement planning and execution (Seyffet and Silva,
2005; Frank and Pavlakis, 2001; Penn and Shatz, 1999; see Keller and Persico, 2003, for a
review). These disruptions produce a constellation of behavioural deficits of varying degree, that
are expressed along different timelines of child development and across multiple domains of child
functioning, including cognitive, sensory-motor, communication, and adaptive psychosocial
domains (Seyffert and Silva, 2005; Chen et al., 2007). This phenotypic variability complicates the
clinical diagnosis of NDs which relies, in most cases, on recognizing patterns of behaviours and
deficits using multiple, and often uncorrelated, sources of information, including screening tests,
parent interview and child observation (Tervo, 2003; Seyffert and Silva, 2005). Novel
technologies in motion capture, neuroimaging, and robotics are emerging as viable
‘neurodevelopmental’ platforms to study the neuroanatomical and neurochemical basis of NDs
(see Scott and Dukelow, 2011; Campolo et al., 2010, and Seyffert and Silva, 2004 for reviews)
and to provide quantitative measures of behaviour during neurodevelopment which are essential
to establishing standards for the diagnosis and functional assessment of children with NDs.
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In clinical practice and research, there is currently significant interest in objectively quantifying
proprioception in children with NDs. This interest is based on research evidence regarding the
critical role that experience-based sensory information plays in guiding neural connectivity of the
brain during development, the possibility that any disruption in this process may underlie many
common NDs (Penn and Shatz, 1999). Further, sensory-based therapies, as for example constraint
induced movement therapy in children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy, can promote cortical
reorganization to improve function (Sutcliffe et al, 2007). In this study, we describe the
application of a novel robot-based assessment of upper limb proprioception, which has previously
been described and used in adult stroke populations (Dukelow et al., 2010), to study the
development of limb proprioception in paediatrics.

Limb proprioception is defined as our ability to sense the position and movement of our limbs,
and the associated muscle effort (see Proske and Gandevia, 2009, for a review), and is based on
sensory input from the muscle spindles, joint and cutaneous receptors (Burke et al., 1976; Roll
and Vedel, 1982; Ferrell et al., 1987; Edin, and Abbs, 1991; Proske and Gandevia, 2009). This
sensory input is used for perception, the ability to judge the position and velocity of the limb, and
action, the ability to control or match the limb’s position or velocity (Reuschel et al., 2011;
Graziano et al., 2002). The robot-based assessment in this study uses a contralateral limb position
matching task to quantify limb proprioception for action.

Position matching tasks are commonly used in clinical practice and research to quantify limb
proprioception. In these tasks, individuals are asked to mirror or to recreate a reference joint or
limb position based on proprioceptive information in the absence of vision. Deficits in
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proprioceptive function are evaluated from the magnitude of error in reproducing the reference
position (see Goble, 2011, for a complete review).

While behaviourally simple, position

matching assesses the function of a number of neural circuits that support sensorimotor
coordination (Scott and Dukelow, 2011; Goble, 2011). For a contralateral arm position matching
task, as used in this study, proprioceptive information from the reference limb must be sensed and
computed by the primary somatosensory cortex contralateral to the limb; the computed
information must be transferred to the other hemisphere via the transcallosal pathways of the
corpus callosum, interpreted and used to direct action of the opposite limb to match the reference
position; both hemispheres must then work together to compare the position of both arms, many
of these neural circuits have been postulated to contribute to the sensory dysfunction of children
with NDs, including the muscle spindle itself (Frascarelli et al., 2011; Park et al., 2002; Cooper et
al., 1995; Odding et al., 2006; Chrysagis et al, 2007), the afferent pathways (Duque et al., 2003;
Hoon et al., 2009) and the cortical circuits involved in the integration of sensory information for
motor control and learning (Eliasson et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2004; Mutsaarts et al., 2006;
Steenbergen and Meulenbroek, 2006; Haswell et al., 2009; Campolo et al., 2010), making the task
meaningful for this clinical application.

Our matching task also conforms to the principles of optimal control theory (Torodov, 2004;
Scott, 2004b), in which the sensory and motor components of an action are represented at all
levels of the neural circuitry for sensorimotor coordination (see Scott, 2004b, for discussion at
cortical level and Gandevia et al., 2006 at the receptor level), with proprioceptive information
being shaped by central commands, the biomechanics of the limb, and the goals of the task
(Todorov, 2004). Our multi-joint position sense task recognizes this integrative feature of
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sensorimotor control, evaluating performance across different limb configurations and this across
the arm’s workspace to capture the influence of limb mechanics on position sense (Smorenburg et
al., 2001; Fuentes and Bastian, 2010). This improves the ecological validity of our assessment
over other robotic assessment of limb proprioception that have limited their evaluation to a single
joint (Goble et al, 2009), or to limited multi-joint workspace (Frascarelli et al., 2011) and with
manual repositioning (Leibowitz et al., 2007), which do not relate accurately to the contribution
of proprioception to motor control in real life situations (Fuentes and Bastian, 2010; Leibowitz et
al., 2007).

The goal of this study was to evaluate interrater and retest reliability of the robot-based multijoint limb position sense in healthy children, 5 to 18 years old.

2. Methods

This study was granted clearance according to the recommended principles of Canadian ethics
guidelines and the university’s policies. Informed consent was obtained prior to testing. For
children under the age of 14 years, parental consent and participant assent were obtained.

2. i) Subject recruitment and characteristics
Children, 5 to 18 years old, were recruited from the local community, with the aim of achieving a
representative distribution of male and female subjects across the range of ages (see Figures 2 and
3 for age/sex distribution of participants for interrater and retest studies respectively). Subjects
received a gift card for their participation. A questionnaire was completed to confirm an
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unremarkable developmental, health and educational history. Handedness was quantified using
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), in which subjects identified their hand
preference in completing eleven upper extremity tasks, as well as their lower preference for
kicking. A laterality quotient (LQ) was calculated from these responses using the methods of
Isaacs et al. (2006).
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Figure 2: Age and sex distribution of participants (male N = 32, female N = 28) in the interrater
reliability study.
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Figure 3: Age and sex distribution of participants (both male and female N = 20) in the retest
reliability study.
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2. ii) Robotic assessment of multi-joint position sense
Limb position sense was evaluated using the KINARM Exoskeleton robot (Scott, 1999; BKIN
Technologies Ltd, Kingston, Ontario, Canada; Figure 1A). The KINARM is a bilateral robot that
uses exoskeletons to support the weight of the arms during planar arm movements, mitigating, to
a certain extent, the influence of upper limb muscle strength on measured variables of sensorymotor control. The mechanical linkages can be adjusted to align the joints of the robot with the
joints of the subject wearing the device to parallel the motion of the shoulder and elbow joints in
the horizontal plane. The position and angular motions of the shoulder and elbow joints are
monitored continuously (1 KHz sampling frequency) and are used to calculate the position of the
hand in the limb’s workspace based on known segment lengths and inverse dynamic equations of
motion. The standardized position of a child within the robot is shown in Figure 4.

Limb position sense was evaluated using a novel position matching task that evaluates
proprioceptive function across the span of the upper limb’s workspace to derive an overall score.
The task has previously been use to characterize deficits in proprioceptive function of the upper
limb in adult stroke survivors (Dukelow et al., 2010). The robot passively moved one hand
(passive hand) to one of eight spatial locations spanning the arm’s workspace, using a bell-shaped
velocity profile with a maximum hand speed < 1 m/s. The child was asked to actively mirror this
reference limb position in the opposite arm’s workspace (active hand) with vision of the arms
occluded. The spatial locations were positioned at 45o intervals along the perimeter of a square of
6 cm radius, with each location requiring different combinations of shoulder and elbow joint
positions (Figure 4). The position of the spatial workspace relative to the upper limb’s active
workspace was standardized by placing the center of the spatial area under the tip of subjects’
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index finger when their arm was in a position of 90o of elbow flexion and 30o of shoulder flexion.

Figure 4. (A,B) The position of a young subject in the robot is shown in frontal side views
respectively. (C) The position for assessment, showing the arms beneath the opaque surface and
the bib used to prevent direct vision of the arms during testing. (D) A schematic representation of
the 8 spatial locations for the passive hand moved by the robot in the left arm workspace and the
perceived spatial area spanned by the active hand in the right arm workspace. (E) The spatial area
for the passive (solid line) and active (dashed line) hands are mirrored onto each other to obtain
the relative overlap from which the trial-to-trial variability, contraction / expansion of the
perceived spatial workspace and constant biases (or shifts) in limb perception are calculated.
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2. iii) Measured outcomes
Three parameters of multi-joint limb position sense were calculated based on the difference in the
distribution of end-point positions of the active and passive hand at each spatial location: trial-totrial variability in matching (Varxy) which describes the consistency in the perceived positioning
of the active hand at each spatial location; relative error in spatial awareness that lead to biases in
the accuracy of the perceived limb position across different locations of the arm’s workspace
(C/Exy); and constant, or systematic, errors in limb perception associated to specific spatial
locations, or limb configurations (Shiftxy).

Trial-to-trial variability (Var) is quantified by calculating the standard deviation in the position of
the active hand from its mean position at each spatial location along both the ‘x’ (Var x) and ‘y’
(Vary) axes, from which a grand mean over all locations is calculated. Both components are
combined to obtain the overall linear variability value (Var xy). Relative error is calculated as the
ratio of the spatial area spanned by the active hand for the eight spatial locations normalized to
the area spanned by the passive hand (C/Exy); a ratio > 1 indicates an expansion in perceived
spatial area and a ratio < 1 indicates a contraction. Constant error in limb perception (Shift) is
calculated as the absolute difference between the position of the active and passive hands for each
spatial location along both the ‘x’ (Shiftx) and ‘y’ (Shifty) axes, from which a grand mean is
calculated over all locations. Both components are combined to obtain a linear constant error
value (Shiftxy). A complete description of the calculation of each parameter is available in
Dukelow et al. (2010).
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2. iv) Reliability Protocol
Prior to the assessment, subjects were provided with sufficient practice on the task, with feedback
and further instructions provided as needed, in order to confirm subjects’ understanding of the
task requirements and ability to match all eight spatial locations. For the formal assessment,
subjects matched all eight spatial locations once per trial block in pseudo-random order, and six
trial blocks were completed for a total of 48 trials per arm for each assessment. No time constraint
was imposed on the performance, with each trial completed when subjects indicated to the
examiner that the desired spatial position of the hand had been matched. The assessment was
repeated with the other arm, with the order of matching (i.e, dominant or non-dominant arm first)
randomly selected across subjects.

Reliability was evaluated using a single group repeated measures design, with three assessors
who had received training in performing KINARM-based assessments with young children; one
of these assessors evaluated all subjects. For interrater reliability, subjects completed the robotic
assessment twice in the same session. After completing the first evaluation, the subject was
removed from the robot and provided with a rest period and refreshments whilst all KINARM
alignment settings were reset, requiring the second assessor to complete a full physical set-up and
recalibration of the robot. The order of the assessors was randomized between subjects, but the
order of matching (i.e., dominant or non-dominant hand first) was held consistent across both
assessments. For retest reliability, subjects repeated the robotic assessment 1 to 3 weeks later with
the same assessor, with the order of matching, again, held consistent. Interrater reliability was
evaluated using the methods described by Shrout and Fleiss (1979), Perreault and Leigh (1989)
and Weir (2005), and retest reliability using the methods of Shrout and Fleiss (1979), Hopkins
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(2000), and Weir (2005). Specifically, interrater reliability was evaluated using the absolute
difference (AD) in measurement between assessors, index of reliability in measurement (Ir), and
the related limits of agreement (LOAIr), and intraclass correlation (ICC), model 3,k for fixed and
random effects. Retest reliability was evaluated using AD, coefficient of variation of the scores
(CV), standard error in measurement (SEM), minimum detectable difference (MDD) and ICC,
model 3,1 for random effects. The minimum difference in measurement needed to identify
significant difference in performance was calculated for each outcome variable. Systematic
effects of age, learning, handedness and experimental set-up on performance and measured
outcomes were evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA), paired t-tests, and linear
regression analysis, or the non-parametric version of these tests, as appropriate for factor and data
distribution.

3. Results

Seventy-four subjects were recruited. Two subjects were unable to complete the full protocol and
one was identified as having a learning disability on the health questionnaire and these data were
removed from the final analysis. Of the remaining 71 subjects, 60 completed the interrater
reliability component of the study, 32 males, mean age of 12.3 years (5.2 to 18.9) years, and
mean LQ of 61.8 (1 SD = 42.4), and 40 completed the retest reliability component, 20 males,
mean age of 11.6 (5.1 to 18.9) years, and mean LQ of 70.8 (1 SD = 27.7). Profiles of interrater
and retest reliability performance for a representative 6 year old and 18 year old subject are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The interrater and retest reliability profiles are shown for two representative, righthand dominant subjects, one 6 year old male and one 18 year old female. For each subject, the top
panel, A and D respectively, show the performance and relative overlap of spatial workspace for
the passive (solid line) and active (dashed line) hands. The performance outcomes for interrater
reliability are shown in panels B and E, for the younger and older subject respectively, and for
restest reliability in panels C and F.
3. i) Interrater Reliability
There were no statistical differences in the measures for the right and left upper limbs
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; P ≥ 0.656) or differences between scores for the dominant and nondominant hands (Mann Whitney U; P ≥ 0.220), and the data for both limbs were pooled within
each testing session for the calculation of reliability parameters. The summarized statistics for
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interrater reliability are presented in Table 1. Measured outcomes were equivalent between the
two evaluators (P ≥ 0.30), with the percent difference in outcome scores ranging from a low of
5% for Varxy and rising modestly to 15% for Shiftxy. Ir values were also very good to excellent,
ranging between 72% (Shiftxy) and 93% (C/Exy). However, ICC3,k indicated only fair to good
reproducibility in measurement, with values ranging from a low 0.46 for Shiftxy to a high of 0.81
for VARxy.

Statistical influences of the physical set-up of the robot, subjects’ age, and learning on AD
measures were evaluated to clarify the lower than expected ICC values. The physical set-up of the
robot was highly reproducible between evaluators, with a mean difference in the linear position of
the center of the spatial area of 0.014 m (SD = 0.15) for the right hand (P = 0.786), and 0.022 m
(SD = 0.021) for the left hand (P = 0.663). These small differences in subjects’ positioning within
the robot had no influence on the AD in measurement between evaluators (P ≥ 0.24 and
variability accounted for (VAF) ≤ 1.2%). No learning effects were discernable on outcome scores
obtained on assessment 1 versus assessment 2 (Mann Whitney U; P ≥ 0.106), and this regardless
of age (P ≥ 0.119; VAF ≤ 1.2%). Similarly subjects’ age did not influence the magnitude in AD
(P ≥ 0.243; VAF ≤ 0.3%).
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Table 1: Summarized statistics for interrater reliability.

Reliability Parameter
Absolute difference (AD);
mean (SD)
% of mean; mean (SD)
Index of reliability (Ir)
Limit of agreement (LOAIr)
ICC3,k
95% CI

Varxy

C/Exy

Shiftxy

0.008 m (0.007)
P = 0.784
5.4 (4.4)
0.879
0.821 – 0.937
0.708
0.581 – 0.797

0.191 (0.151)
P = 0.653
6.4 (5.5)
0.928
0.882 – 0.974
0.812
0.730 – 0.869

0.022 m (0.018)
P = 0.467
14.5 (10.3)
0.720
0.640 – 0.801
0.462
0.229 – 0.624

3. ii) Retest reliability
Again, there were no statistical differences in the measurements for the right and left upper limbs
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; P ≥ 0.160) or between the dominant and non-dominant hand (Mann
Whitney U; P ≥ 0.065), and the data for both limbs were pooled within each testing session for
the calculation of retest reliability parameters. The summarized statistics for retest reliability are
presented in Table 2. There were no significant differences in measurement between the two
sessions (P ≥ 0.38), with low SEM values ranging from 0.002 (Varxy) to 0.58 (C/Exy) and
excellent MDD value from 0.01 (Varxy) to 0.16 (C/Exy). The overall CV in measurement between
sessions, however, was higher than expected with values from 15% (Var xy) to a high of 42%
(Shiftxy), with fair to good ICC3,1 values between 0.39 (Shiftxy) and 0.82 (C/Exy).

Statistical influences of the physical set-up of the robot, learning and subjects; age on the CV
were evaluated, again to clarify lower than expected ICC values. As for interrater reliability, the
physical set-up of the robot was reliably reproduced by both evaluators, with a mean difference in
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the linear position of the center of the spatial area of 0.016 m (SD = 0.122; P = 0.818) and 0.012
m (SD = 0.013; P = 0.885) for the right and left hands, respectively, with no significant effects on
the CV in measurement for either the right (P ≥ 0.244; VAF ≤ 0.8%) or left (P ≥ 0.091; VAF ≤
7.3%) hand. AD scores were not influenced by either learning (P ≥ 0.130; VAF ≤ 2.9%) or
subjects’ age (P ≥ 0.265; VAF ≤ 1.6 %). Age did, however, significantly influence the CV for
Varxy measure (P = 0.001); however, this positive linear trend accounted for less than 0.1% of the
variability in distribution.

Table 2: Summary statistics for retest reliability

Reliability Parameter
AD; mean ( SD)
SEM
CV; mean (SD)
ICC3,1
95% CI
MDD

Varxy

C/Exy

Shiftxy

0.007m (0.005)
P = 0.72
0.002
15.2 (11.3)
0.713
0.038 – 0.816
0.005

0.204 (0.149)
P = 0.38
0.058
21.6 (18.6)
0.816
0.713 – 0.882
0.161

0.021m (0.018)
P = 0.98
0.008
41.8 (33.3)
0.386
0.038 – 0.607
0.022

3. iii) Investigation of ICCs
Since the ICCs for both the interrater and retest reliability were lower, particularly the Shift xy
outcome measure, than what would be expected given the outcomes of the other measures of
reliability, potential influences were investigated. The distribution of scores from the outcome
measures as a function of subject age (see Figure 6, panels A-C) demonstrate that both the Varxy
and C/Exy measures show age-dependent relationships (P < 0.001) which account for 28% and
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31%, respectively, of the variability. Not exhibiting this relationship with age (P = 0.76) is the
Shiftxy measure, which only accounts for 2% of the variability. Evaluating the interquartile plots
shown in Figure 6, panels D-F enables recognition that there are significant differences (P ≤
0.014) in all outcome measures between younger (ages 5-10) and older (ages 14-18) participant
groups. For both the Varxy and Shiftxy measures, there is a large spread of scores in the younger
participant group. Conversely, the younger group demonstrates compaction of scores for the
C/Exy measure.
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Figure 6. (A-C) shows the distribution of scores for the 3 outcome variables (Var xy, C/Exy,
Shiftxy) is plotted against subjects’ age; the linear regression line, p-value and variability
accounted for (VAF) is shown. (E-F) compares the inter-quartile distribution of scores for each of
the variables between children 5 to 10 and 14 to 18 years old. Significance of between group
comparison (Mann Whitney U) is reported.
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4. Discussion

The contralateral multi-joint position matching task used in this study builds on current
methodologies (Goble, 2011) to include developmental effects of spatial awareness and limb
mechanics in the assessment of limb position sense. These methodological advances do improve
the face validity of our assessment, as compared to other current robotic-based assessments
(Goble et al, 2005; Frascarelli et al., 2009; Fuentes et al., 2010), paralleling more closely the way
proprioceptive information is used in the coordination of most activities of daily living which
require coordination of the upper limbs in both time and space. To study these effects, the
measurement tool must be deemed to have sufficient measurement reliability.

The issue of reliability in measurement is critical in paediatrics, where the assessment must
differentiate between measurement error and biological noise if it is to serve as an assessment
tool to differentiate a clinical condition or provide a reliable indicator of treatment outcome
(Goble, 2011). Traditionally, poor reliability in measurement of position sense has been accepted
in clinical practice and research. As an example, the finger/thumb discrimination task is a widely
used measure of proprioceptive function in clinical practice, despite poor reliability. In this
assessment, the examiner moves the finger/thumb passively into flexion or extension and the
individual is asked to report the occurrence, direction and/or match the end-point position of the
passive movement (Carey, 1995; Lincoln et al., 1991). Overall reliability for this assessment is
low, with reported Kappa values of 0.61 (retest) and 0.39 (interrater) for detection of movement
occurrence, 0.63 and 0.26, respectively, for movement direction, and 0.58 and 0.30, respectively,
for end-point position matching (Lincoln et al., 1991). The Kinesthetic Sensitivity Test, KST,
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(Laszlo and Bairstow, 1985) and the Kinesthetic Acuity Test, KAT, (Livesey and Parkes, 1995)
also have demonstrated low reliability, despite their common use in research to study
proprioceptive function in clinical populations (see Piek and Coleman-Carman, 1995; Coleman et
al., 2001, as examples). Retest reliability for the KST is poor, with correlation values ranging
between 0.29 and 0.69, depending on the age of the population tested (Visser and Geuze, 2000;
Sudsawad et al., 2002). The KAT has better retest reliability, with a correlation of 0.89 (Coleman
et al, 2001). While robotic technology has the advantage of precise measurement, reliability in
measurement of position-matching tests remain under-evaluated (Goble, 2011).

The selection of reliability parameters is critical to the interpretation of outcomes. In the current
study, strict criteria of reliability, were applied, using established measures to quantify interrater
and retest reliability. Parameters specifically addressing the precision of the measurement (AD,
SEM, and Ir) demonstrated excellent reliability both between evaluators and across testing
sessions. However, the ICC values, which are commonly regarded as the accepted outcome of
reliability, were lower than expected given the degree of precision in measurement. In our case,
these lower values are likely to be attributed to biological noise. At a general level, studies on
development inherently violate the basic assumption of the repeated measure model of the ICC
that individual effects are constant throughout the measurement period (Laird & Ware, 1982).
Development is inherently variable and thus the individual effects may not be constant
throughout the measurement epoch. ICCs in this case should be interpreted with caution (Lexell
and Downham, 2005). We argue that the precision in measurement demonstrates the lower ICCs
are related to biological features of development of relevance to the study of children with NDs.
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The lower ICCs and higher CV are related to systematic errors in the spatial awareness of the
limb position within the arm’s workspace (Shiftxy); a behavioural feature that has not been
adequately addressed in developmental studies. The age-dependent increase in spatial area
(C/Exy) and the associated decrease in perceptual bias (Shift xy) likely reflect the nonlinear
trajectory of brain development (Hay and Velay, 2003). The cerebral hemispheres develop at
different rates and ages, with the corpus callosum, which is the main structural basis for
interhemispheric communication, having a long development cycle. Therefore, the Shiftxy
parameter, while having less reliable measurement, may be an important marker of brain
development of high relevance to the study of the developmental trajectories of children with
different NDs. Further research is needed to further clarify the development of spatial awareness
as it relates to limb proprioception and upper limb function.

Performance on the position-matching task should be analyzed in further detail in subsequent
studies to clarify the contribution of upper limb mechanics on spatial awareness and
proprioceptive accuracy. Fuentes and Bastian (2010) recently reported that accuracy on a single
position task at the elbow was significantly influenced by the position of the shoulder joint.
Smorenburg et al. (2011), Goble et al. (2005, 2006) and Goble and Brown (2008) also reported
that accuracy decreased with increasing amplitude of the target position to be matched. This
inverse correlation may be a natural feature of natural variance of neural noise which has been to
increase in proportion as the size the motor command increases (i.e., larger commands for larger
movements) (Harris and Wolpert, 1998) and of sensorimotor learning (Goble et al., 2005). Again,
further research is needed to clarify the issue of limb mechanics in the development of
proprioceptive function.
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An advantage of our position matching task for the study of clinical populations in paediatrics is
that it has a relatively low cognitive burden. Young children in our study did not demonstrate any
difficulty in performing that task, and the assessment can be completed within 10 minutes and
therefore is not limited by limits in attention.
4. i) Future Direction
Our robot-based assessment of multi-joint position sense has the necessary precision in
measurement to study the multifaceted contribution of limb proprioceptive deficits to impaired
motor control and learning that are common features among children with a variety of NDs
(Campolo et al., 2010). Robotic technology, integrated to rich virtual environments, should
further be integrated in clinical practice to advance practice in neuropaediatrics and rehabilitation,
as they providing the flexible platform to design behavioural tasks to assess specific brain circuits
that support sensory, motor and cognitive function (Qiu et al., 2009; Frascarelli et al., 2009a,b;
Fluet et al., 2010; Fasoli et al., 2009; Fuentes et al., 2010; see Scott and Dukelow, 2011 for a
review of robotic technology in neurorehabilitation). These quantitative measures of behaviour
should be linked structural, functional and diffusion tensor imaging to advance our understanding
of the dynamic link between brain structure, function and behaviour (Kirton et al., 2007; Hoon et
al., 2009; Kirton et al., 2010; see Seyffert and Silva, 2005 for a review), and to genetics to move,
ultimately, move toward behavioural phenotyping of NDs (Gerlai, 2002).

5. Conclusion

The influence of spatial awareness and limb mechanics on proprioceptive function is
underappreciated in the study of development in both healthy children and clinical populations
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and needs to be considered in the design of ‘optimal’ interventions to support developmental
achievements of children with neurodevelopmental disorders. The robot-based assessment of
limb position sense presented in this study provides a reliable measure to study these factors.
Longitudinal studies of the development of healthy children, combined with large cohort studies,
will provide better reference values regarding the natural change in spatial awareness and
integration of limb mechanics into limb perception against which to evaluate the performance of
clinical populations.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The results of an upper limb evaluation, used by both researchers and clinicians, is the premise on
which decisions are made and conclusions are drawn about treatments and their effectiveness, or
to differentiate between various populations (Greaves, Imms, Dodd, & Krumlinde-Sundholm,
2010). Valid and reliable tools are therefore integral to ensuring that these decisions and
conclusions are based on true representations of the component in question. This need for valid
and reliable tests in the assessment of children is being increasingly identified with the need for
evaluation of bimanual ability, since poor bimanual ability leads to functional impairment in daily
activities, being integral to both clinical and research practices (Greaves et al., 2010). The
manuscript in this thesis addresses this need through evaluation of reliability of a bimanual multijoint tool for evaluating limb position sense as a research foundation for translation into clinical
practice.

The KINARM Exoskeleton is a precise tool for the standardized quantification of development of
multi-joint limb position sense. This thesis has found strong interrater and retest reliability of the
physical set-up/administration of the task to children aged 5-18 years old. The results of the retest
reliability study did identify a significant main effect for age in that reliability improves with age
in a paediatric population; this finding has also been reported by Espenschade (1940) through
comparison of her findings to those of Glassow & Broer (1938) and Bovard & Cozens (1938).
The high inherent inter-individual variability, which decreases with age, leads to a reduction in
the apparent intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values because of the statistical formula used
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to generate the values (Weir, 2005). Therefore, careful consideration in the use of the ICC for
developmental data is prudent, as the values may not reflect the true reliability value due to this
statistical challenge.

For paediatric clinical applications a tool/task must be sensitive enough to distinguish typical
development from atypical development and have high specificity in order to delineate the
spectrum of performances inbetween.

The KINARM Exoskeleton has a high degree of

measurement precision; however, it remains to be seen if it is capable of demarcating the
spectrum of performances between typical and atypical development.

That being said, the

KINARM’s performance measures extend beyond measurement of absolute error, which has
already been demonstrated to be an outcome measure where children with CP or DCD produce
significantly larger errors than age-matched controls (Goble et al., 2009; Smyth & Mason, 1998;
Wingert et al., 2009), to detecting systematic biases in performance and relative spatial resolution
awareness of the limb.

The manuscript in this thesis encompasses a developmental age range of 5-18 years. This age
range was chosen based on both a research and clinical perspective as the goal was to evaluate
bimanual coordination, which develops after the fourth year of life (Robertson, 2001). Because
of this large age range of 5-18 years, the KINARM Exoskeleton must be highly adaptable to
different body sizes.

With the first few young participants it was deemed that certain

modifications needed to be made to accommodate small body sizes. Bolsters, harnesses and foot
blocks (see Figure 7) were easily incorporated to ensure proper and comfortable positioning for
each participant. Given this experience with ease of modification for body size, the KINARM
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Exoskeleton would likely be adaptable to physical limitations that participants with disabilities
may have.

Even with these additional modifications to the KINARM, the physical set-

up/administration of the task for each participant, both between raters and on different days, was
highly reliable, thus indicating that the measured differences are indeed developmental in nature.
Considering the age of participants, attention span and engagement in the task may have
contributed to some of the observed developmental changes (Visser & Geuze, 2000). However,
these effects are likely to be minimal given that the KINARM’s position matching task enables
enough practice, as determined by the participant’s needs, so that the participant feels confident in
their performance and the task places an appropriately engaging cognitive load.

Figure 7: Left: Custom made foot blocks of varying sizes to enable appropriate foot support for
each participant. Center: Bolster to ensure that smaller participants can comfortably be positioned
at the same height as larger participants. Right: Supportive harness to ensure proper positioning
and trunk support.

Currently, the KINARM Exoskeleton’s position matching task is one that requires inter-limb
transfer of sensory information; this could be interpreted as a limitation. However, it can be
modified to administer an intra-limb position matching task. For this thesis, the inter-limb task
used was selected because the task provides information of greatest relevance to activities of daily
living, which typically involve the bilateral engagement of the arms. Spontaneous use of the
affected hand in children with Hemiplegic Cerebral Palsy during such activities does not
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significantly improve as they age (Fedrizzi, Pagliano, Andreucci, & Oleari, 2003). The author
attributes this finding to being potentially caused by sensory impairments; since bilateral use of
one’s upper limbs to achieve a goal requires sensory information sharing between the limbs,
categorization of the potential deficit in sensory information sharing between the limbs would be
captured by the inter-limb position matching task of the KINARM Exoskeleton.

One of the main advantages of the KINARM’s position matching task is that, unlike many other
tests of proprioception, it allows for continual evaluation across the developmental age range of
bimanual coordination with the same task. That being said, a 6 cm movement for a five-year-old
may not be equivalent to the same movement in an eighteen-year-old due to physiological
differences, such as the differences in arm length (Kuhtz-Buschbeck, Stolze, Johnk, BoczekFuncke, & Illert, 1998). However, if the task allows children to perform the movement at a selfselected pace, as does the KINARM’s position matching task, the outcome measures of the
movement, such as movement time, are statistically the same in 4-12-year-old children (KuhtzBuschbeck et al., 1998). Nevertheless, the younger children will be using more ‘end-range’
positions than the older children, which may not be as reliable. In proprioceptively guided
movements, another consideration against scaling movements to arm lengths arises, in that the
larger the movement the more sensory-motor noise is generated in the signal (Harris & Wolpert,
1998) and the greater the absolute error in final position (Goble et al., 2006). In a study
evaluating development, if the movements were scaled to participant arm lengths then it would be
difficult to discern if the difference in performance is due to the task design or development.
Indeed, for accurate appraisal in investigated populations it is recommended to both clinicians
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and researchers to ensure that proprioceptive matching tasks are consistent for all participants
(Goble, 2011).

Lastly, traditional therapies that improve bimanual function, such as constraint-induced
movement therapy (CIMT), are regarded as expensive clinical tools/interventions, in part due to
their dependence on highly trained professionals (Gordon, Charles, & Wolf, 2005). CIMT has
also struggled with defining a cost-benefit ratio, as benefits to the patients are variable, which is
likely dependent upon their initial condition and deficits (Charles, Wolf, Schneider, & Gordon,
2006; Deluca, Echols, Law, & Ramey, 2006). Because of this CIMT is not covered by all thirdparty payers making this beneficial therapy a financial barrier for some (Gordon et al., 2005).
The KINARM Exoskeleton’s objective measures can yield the outcomes required to justify
therapeutic interventions like CIMT. Furthermore, the KINARM does not require highly trained
operators and it also has the potential to enhance specific forms of CIMT such as hand-arm
bimanual intensive training to improve arm sensibility, which is not seen to improve in
conventional CIMT (Charles et al., 2006). This makes the KINARM Exoskeleton a low-cost,
high-benefit tool for both assessment and therapy.
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Summary and Conclusions

Given that performance on position matching tasks is highly task dependent (Goble 2008), and
that impairments in limb position sense contribute to motor impairments in neurodevelopmental
disorders (May-Benson 2010), there is a need for standardized measurement of limb position
sense for research and clinical applications. Furthermore, the standardized measurement of limb
position sense must be reliable so as to be able to distinguish between measurement error and
biological error, particularly in paediatric populations. Robot-based assessments could address
this need for standardization as their automation and calibration procedures minimize
experimenter influences/error during both set-up and testing, and their analysis tools afford
precision. This thesis provides the foundation for the translation of standardized measures of limb
position sense to clinical practice by demonstrating the reliability of the KINARM Exoskeleton’s
test of multi-joint limb position sense.

Measurements employed in clinical practice must have acceptable reliability such that they are
consistent between sessions, not influenced by varying evaluators, and precise enough to
distinguish between abilities and varying degrees of disability. Consistency between sessions, or
retest reliability, is very important for long-term evaluation of development, treatment outcomes
and disease progression; with intraclass correlation values for the three outcome measures
ranging from 0.39 to 0.82 (Shiftxy and C/Exy) of multi-joint limb position sense, the KINARM
Exoskeleton has acceptable reliability to support longitudinal evaluation. Since it is likely in a
clinical setting that different professionals will take measurements over the course of
treatment/disease, the interrater reliability of the KINARM Exoskeleton, with intraclass
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correlation values ranging from 0.46 to 0.81 for the three outcome measures of multi-joint limb
position sense, will allow for this. With excellent precision in end-point position measurement
(standard error of the measure < 8 mm) and minimum detectable difference values (< 2.2 cm), the
KINARM Exoskeleton quantifies performance of multi-joint limb position sense at a level that
should delineate the spectrum of impairments in performance.

The finding of a significant main effect of age, in that with increasing age, inter-trial variability
decreased and the ability to absolutely match spatial positions improved, adds to our
understanding that the difficulties that young children have in proprioception are related to spatial
issues as well as issues of reliability of sensory information.

Moderate to strong agreement both between days and between raters for the three parameters of
multi-joint position sense and high measurement precision supports the use of robot-based
assessment of multi-joint position sense for developmental studies and enables a foundation for
the validation of this tool for clinical applications.
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Appendix D
Questionnaire

DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES OF MULTI-JOINT MOVEMENT
COORDINATION

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION

Please answer all the questions that you can. Feel free to ask for clarification of any items. If you
are completing this form on behalf of a participant in the study, please answer the questions with
respect to the participant. If, for any reason, you choose not to answer some of these questions,
please skip ahead to the next question that you are willing to answer.

Thank you very much for helping with our study!
A. GENERAL INFORMATION

Participant’s name: _____________________________________________________
Date of Birth: (Day/Mo/Yr):_________________________
Sex (M/F):____________
Age: __________
Telephone: __________________________
Parent/Guardian (if participant is a minor):__________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
Email:_______________________________________________________________
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B. EDUCATION HISTORY
Last school grade completed by your child: ______________________

Complete this section if participant is a minor:

Has you child ever been suspended from school?

No

Yes

Has you child ever been expelled from school?

No

Yes

Has you child ever been diagnosed with a learning disability?

No

Yes

If yes:
When? ______________________

Type?

Verbal

Don’t know

Non-verbal

Has your child ever received resource help?

No

Yes

Has your child ever been in a special education program?

No

Yes

If yes:
Number of months/years in the special program: _____________

Currently in a special program?

Was the program a special class?

No

Yes

No

Yes

If yes:
Describe the nature of the class (e.g. learning disabilities, emotional

disorders, physical disability): ______________________________________
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B. MEDICAL HISTORY
How would you describe your child’s health? (circle one)
Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

How would you describe your child’s hearing?

(Circle one)

Has your child’s vision ever been tested?

Yes

No

Poor

Fair

Good

If yes, what were the results? __________________________________________
Is she/he colour blind?

No

Yes

don’t know

How would you describe your child’s speech articulation? (Circle one)
Poor

Fair

Good

Your child’s co-ordination:
Describe gross motor coordination for lower limbs (running, jumping, etc.)
Poor

Fair

Good

Describe gross motor coordination for upper limbs (catching, throwing, etc...)
Poor

Fair

Good

Describe fine motor coordination (writing, buttoning, etc.)
Poor

Fair

Good

Has your child had any accidents resulting in the following?
(Check all those that apply)
Broken bones

_____

Eye injury _____

Severe lacerations _____

Head injury

_____

Lost teeth _____

Stomach pump

Sutures

Upper limb injury _____

Severe bruises _____

_____

_____

Other (specify) ______________________
How many accidents has your child experienced? 1 2-3

4-7

8-12

Does your child have any problems sleeping?

No

Yes

12+

Does your child have any chronic health problems (e.g., asthma, arthritis etc…) No
If yes, please specify_________________________________
Have your child ever had a seizure?

No

Yes

If yes, has there been a diagnosis of seizure disorder or epilepsy? No

Yes
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Yes

(C. MEDICAL HISTORY continued)

Has your child ever been diagnosed with any of the following? Check those that apply. If
yes, indicate when the first diagnosis occurred, and whether criteria for the diagnosis are
currently met.
Age diagnosed

Current? (No/Yes)

Disorder (ADHD)?

____________

______________

Tourette’s Disorder?

____________

______________

Anxiety Disorder?

____________

______________

Depression?

____________

______________

Bipolar Mood Disorder?

____________

______________

Oppositional Defiant Disorder?

____________

______________

Conduct Disorder?

____________

______________

Autism?

____________

______________

Asperger’s Disorder?

____________

______________

Psychosis?

____________

______________

Schizophrenia?

____________

______________

Developmental Delay?

____________

______________

Cerebral Palsy?

____________

______________

Neurological Disorder?

____________

______________

Neuromuscular Disorder?

____________

______________

Other? (specify)

____________

______________

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
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(C. MEDICAL HISTORY continued)

History related to Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD)
Does your child have an existing identification of FASD?

No

Yes

If yes, what is the diagnosis? (please circle)
FAS

ARND

pFAS

FAE

ARBD

When was the diagnosis? ______________
By whom? (Check one)
___ Family Doctor

___ School Psychologist

___ Other Psychologist

___ Other

Has the diagnosis changed since the first diagnosis

No

Yes

If yes, what was the change and why?___________________________________
How old was your child when symptoms of FASD were noticed? __________

History related to Cerebral Palsy (CP)
Was your child born prematurely?

No

Yes

If yes, at what gestational age? _______________
What was the weight of your child at birth? ____________
Did your child require special medical attention at birth?

No

Yes

If yes, please provide a brief description:_______________________________________
At what age did your child walk? _________________
Please describe any assistance required for walking: _____________________________
Does your child have an impairment in upper limb movement and function? No

Yes

If yes, please describe: ____________________________________________________
Has your child’s upper limb function changed recently?___________________________
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D. TREATMENT HISTORY
Is your child currently taking any medication?

No

Yes

If yes, Drug? __________________ Dose/Day______ Date started __________
If your child is currently taking medication to reduce the symptoms of FASD, please indicate
how effective it is. (Circle one)
Not effective

Somewhat effective

Effective

Has your child recently received Botox injection to the upper limb(s)?

Very effective
No

Yes

If yes, in which muscles? ____________________
Date of injection: _____________________
Has there been a change in function since the injection? _______________________
____________________________________________________________________

Has your child ever been prescribed any of the following prescription medication? (If yes,
indicate at what age the medication was started and stopped and the reason for the
prescription.)
Age started

Age stopped

Reason?

Ritalin

_________

__________

________________________

Dexedrine

_________

__________

________________________

Cylert

_________

__________

________________________

Tranquilizers

_________

__________

________________________

Anticonvulsants

_________

__________

________________________

Antihistamines

_________

__________

________________________

Antidepressants

_________

__________

________________________

Baclofen, Botox or

_________

__________

________________________

_________

__________

________________________

other medication to
control spasticity
Other (specify)

______________________
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E. FAMILY HISTORY

Is your child adopted?

No

Yes

Who does your child live with?

(Please list each family member and his or her age)

Relationship to child

Their age

1.

_______________

_______

2.

_______________

_______

3.

_______________

_______

4.

_______________

_______

5.

_______________

_______

Please indicate mother’s highest grade completed, or degree: ________________
Please indicate father’s highest grade completed, or degree: ________________
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(E. FAMILY HISTORY continued)

Please indicate if there is a family history of any of the following. When yes, place a check
next to the item and indicate the relationship of the family member(s) to your child (e.g.
maternal uncle=uncle on mother’s side). Include relatives by marriage and siblings. (If child
is adopted, only complete for biological family members)

Diagnosis

Family member (relation to participant)

FASD:

__________________________________________

ADHD or ADD:

__________________________________________

Developmental Delay:

__________________________________________

Learning Disability:

__________________________________________

Failed to graduate from high school: __________________________________________
Psychosis or schizophrenia:

__________________________________________

Depression for more than 2 weeks:

_________________________________________

Bipolar mood disorder:

__________________________________________

Anxiety disorder:

__________________________________________

Tourette’s disorder:

__________________________________________

Alcohol or substance abuse:

__________________________________________

Problems with aggressiveness, defiance,
Oppositional behaviour as a child:__ ______________________________________
Problems with attention, activity, and
Impulse control as a child:
Other (specify):

__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Thank you very much for your co-operation and your time!!!
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Appendix E
Modified Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
Participant’s name:________________________________________________________
Parent’s name:____________________________________________________________
Date of Birth:_______________________________ Sex:_________________________
Signature:__________________________________ Date:________________________

Please indicate your preferences in the use of hands in the following activities by putting + in the
appropriate column. Where the preference is so strong that you would never try to use the other
hand unless absolutely forced to put ++. If you are indifferent put + in both columns.

Some of the activities require both hands. In these cases the part of the task or object for which
hand preference is wanted is indicated in brackets.

Please try to answer all the questions and only leave a blank if you have no experience at all of
the object or task

TASK

LEFT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Writing
Drawing
Throwing
Scissors
Toothbrush
Knife (without fork)
Spoon
Baseball bat or hockey stick (bottom hand)
Turning a key
Opening a box (lid)

i
ii

Which foot to you prefer to kick with?
Which eye to you use when using only one?
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RIGHT

